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1 
Memories ... 
pressed betw en 
the pages of time . 
m mories - and dreams 
- elusive -
slipping away -
hiding 
in dark corners 
of the mind 
undiscovered 
except in 
rare unguard d 
moments 
wh n th present 
is swept aside . 
Memories . . . pressed 
between the pages of time . . . 
3 
t hen, as rusty doors complain 
with creaking hinges, 
a light glimmers through 
on beautiful gems 
now glittering with renewed lustre . 
• • • m emories • • • dreams -
a blending of 
past and future -
make an enlightened 
and viable pr~t ••• 
6 
l ook backward without 
fear of the dark -
memories light your way 
dream without 
fear of the unknown -
memories help 
chart the way ••• 
t ime is a circle -
a circle of pages 
where both are pressed. 
7 
8 
LIFE 
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As we look backward in time - days 
spent at UNF encompass a variety of 
memories , the campus, people, events. 
It is a place filled with dreamers-
those who dream they can, and know 
they will, become much more than they 
are today. Though no one has time to 
stop, to look, to feel , still there are 
moments - not gone, just waiting -
which will reappear when there is time. 
Some day we will treasure those mo-
ments . 
We paint rainbows for the future, rainbows 
which we know will occasionally disappear be-
hind the clouds; but with each reappearance 
the colors are brighter, glistening with deeper 
and more vivid hues than before. Expanding 
our minds , the nation's greatest resource, we 
set the foundation on which our future will be 
placed. Today we bridge the space between 
yesterday's dreams and tomorrow's realities. 
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Then~ are sounds here, sounds 
which we will also someday treasure. 
Sounds like the creaking of wooden 
footbridges; Mallards discussing the 
state of affairs at Onieda Lake; and 
Blue Grass from the Boathouse. 
There are sounds of canoe ·races, 
loud and raucous. 
And there are quiet little sounds full of meaning like the 
"phew" that follows a tough test, and the moans that follow 
the assignment of a research paper. And best of all are the 
sounds of laughter that keep us from taking ourselves too 
seriously, and whispered dreams and the silent sound of a 
joy shared. 
13 
And we are learning - from the 
bustle of registration day to the 
time when we can relax and enjoy 
other activities which UNF pro-
vides; we are learning and working 
to achieve goals which have only 
touched us in our dreams. We 
dream and we act, resulting in 
memories worthy to be treasured. 
Living in a better world reminds 
us that each improvement began as 
some one's dream. 
Peaceful days with friendly breezes gently 
moving reflections of tall pines on the lake, 
and the glitter of a soft morning sun over the 
courtyard, make our campus a truly inviting 
place to gather fond memories to relish to-
morrow. 
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So we are here - in a place which was itself a dream in someone's 
heart and mind - in a place where dreaming of what can be, what surely 
must be, is not only permitted; it is encouraged. 
We are dreamers and proud of it, for 
what ever became a reality which was not 
first a dream? 
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Campus life at U F is a cu-
rious dichotomy. We deal with 
highly sophisticated abstract 
ideas - and an alligator named 
George. We plan the colonization 
of space, but first , where is 
building one? Health and nutri-
tion? Sure. But a cold beer and a 
big burger make a dandy lunch. 
We have serious drama and 
dance, too - and some not so 
serious . UNF's symbol, the 
compass rose, has a special 
meaning for the University com-
munity; it represents people 
working together for a 
common goal in a place 
built for that specific pur-
pose, a place where 
dreams shared become 
shared knowledge and un-
derstanding. These are 
special people, such as 
the pretty girl who pre-
sents a nice complement 
to the symbol . Campus 
life at UNF? It's super -
we will never forget the 
fun we had nor the work 
we did here . More impor-
tantly, the people we met 
here, dreamers all, will 
be with us always . 
19 
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MAYDAY, MAYDAY, MAYDAYI Dis-
tress call? Not at UNF. Mayday is dedi-
cated to fun and foolishness, an event 
which allows all of us, who masquerade as 
serious adults the rest of the year, to admit 
we are still children, able to laugh at our-
selves. Fortunately. On Mayday we are al-
lowed to shed all of our very serious cares 
and just be silly. It feels goodl 
21 
I 
Our memories are made of many 
things - beautiful moments, sad mo-
ments, moments of profound insight. 
And best of aU, moments of pure 
nonsense. Such as those of the Great 
Log Wrestling Contest. Where else 
can we observe the dramatic quest 
for the answer to life's greatest 
enigma - what is Good?, or what is 
Evil? It is so simple that we wonder 
why Sophocles was so troubled. 
Good is NOT falling off the log. Evil is 
the wet slime on the log that plots to undo 
you though your motives are pristine, your 
cause just. Epictetus would say you must 
accept your fate . And once your center of 
gravity is far enough astern, you may as 
well do just that. Splash. Fate strikes 
again. Of course, a Champion will raise 
from the murk of anonymity and carry the 
colors forward, the noblest of the noble, 
the purest of the pure, will triumph in 
glory. Evil is overcomel The impure pre-
tenders? They wind up in the drink . Justice 
is done. What more could we want of a 
memory? 

24 
E PLURIBUS 
UNUM, a sacred 
tenet, our great 
truth . It is epito-
mized by the 
Great Tug of 
War, where two 
opposing forces 
seek to prove 
which is the 
greater. Fair 
maidens all , 
daughters of 
Athena combatt-
ing the daughters 
of Minerva while 
Zeus and friends 
observe and of-
fer divine advice , 
all the while en-
joying the many 
obviOUS charms 
of the tugging 
goddesses . 
It is a contest 
in the Olympic 
tradition , where 
no reward is of-
fered save that of 
dryness for the 
victors , and an 
ignoble dunking 
for the van-
qu ished. Pure 
poetry in motion . 
The tables turn , 
and the Titans 
have at it with no 
less enthusiasm 
than the maidens . 
And the descen-
dan ts of Athena 
and Minerva ob-
serve, also of-
fering adv ice 
while viewing 
the beauty of 
godlike bodies 
locked in combat. 
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Class standings, GPAs, research papers and such, 
just don't matter much when a raw egg is airborne and 
you must catch it - gently. And our precious dignity, so 
well guarded any other day is of little value in winning 
the three-legged race. We learn that our usual serious 
demeanor is a little dumb, and that's a good thing to re-
member now and then . Fortunately, these games are not 
held in the land of Helen but right here at U F; one 
need not be a diety to attend and ch er the winners . May-
day is our chance to shake off the cold dullness of winter 
and thaw the chill from our spirits. It is all foolish, sil-
ly , useless , impractical. Thank goodness! It is truly a 
memorable event and we wouldn't have it any other way. 
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BLACK HISTORY WEEK 
Black History Week is an exciting 
and informative event that focuses 
on: black contributions to society; the 
richness of black heritage; promoting 
black unity; and fostering a greater 
awareness in all of us of the impor-
tant roles played by blacks . 
This event commemorates out-
standing black leaders and also cites 
contemporary black trends in all 
areas of life. The celebration of 
Black History Week has become one 
of UNF's traditions - featured in '76 
was a truly American form of music, 
a jazz concert by the Florida A & M 
Jazz Band. 
30 
Drama is alive and 
doing well at U F IS 
Venture Theatre, of-
fering productions which 
are imaginative, well 
done and varied in con-
tent. Under the leader-
ship of Dr. Jane Decker, 
an accomplished in-
structor, they have of-
fered during the past 
year such productions 
as "The Apple Tree" 
and "Enter Laughing" . 
All performances have 
been well attended. 
VENTURE 
The students in-
volved learn by doing 
what theatre is all 
about - make-up , set 
design, lighting, di-
recting, costuming -
they will leave UNF 
with memories of lots 
of hard work, but also 
with rewarding ones 
of a job well done . 
Their latest effort 
was a program on 
Theatre of the Ab-
surd, directed by 
student Mary Brum-
baugh shown sated in 
upper photo . 
THEATRE 
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EXECUTIVE OF THE DAY 
The Executive of the Day 
program at U F was initiated 
by the College of Business; 
the first year's efforts were 
so successful that the event 
has become a campus tradi-
tion. On this day a national-
ly prominent business leader 
(or leaders) is invited to participate. The day begins with a 
formal lecture, followed by informal discussions - including a 
student question and answer session - and a luncheon. The pro-
gram is both informative to the students and provides contacts 
with the business world not otherwise available. 
At 1 ft and above right are J. E. Davis and A. D. Davis, respec-
tively, top executives of the Winn -Dixie Corporation, sel cted 
as Ex cutives-of-the-Day, 1976. 
CAREER 
EXPLORATION 
DAY 
Many local businesses participate in the annual Ca-
reer Day Exploration, another of UNF's traditions . Rep-
resentatives from each business firm involved set up a 
table on the breezeway, displaying brochures and other 
information about the firm . During this event students 
have an opportunity to explore career areas with know-
ledgeable and helpful representatives of the bUSiness 
community. 
ECO-
ENCOUNTER 
E co -Encounter, UNF' s contd-
bution to Jacksonville's Earth Week 
celebration, gives Sawmill Slough, 
UNF's ecology club, a chance to 
shine. The club helps keep all 
twelve miles of our nature trails 
beautiful. And our learned orni-
thologist, Dr. Robert Loftin, 
knows everything about the feath-
ered friends encountered there. 
SPRING ART 
FESTIVAL 
We are all artists. Some of us paint with 
colors, some with notes, some with words , 
some with clay. The medium we use doesn't 
matter as much as what we have to say, and how 
we say it. The Spring Arts Festival is our op-
portunity to show others what we feel. The Fes-
tival is much more than a display of artists 
work, for a rt does not exist until it is shared 
with others. And the others, the ones who strol 
through the exhibits, or study them, or buy 
them, are just as much part of the festival as 
the artists and their work. 
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A different group brings its music each 
week, and many are well known, such as 
The Cowford County Band, performers like 
Gene Cotton who has upstaged acts like 
Blood, Sweat, and Tears and has toured with 
Olivia Newton John. No slouches at our 
Happy Hour, that's for sure. 
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At Left -
Joe Smyth, 
vice -pres ; 
Mary Ann 
Waters, 
pres. ; 
Brenda 
Cain, sec.; 
and Jim 
Wells, 
treas; 
Upper photo , James Robinson , 
F . A. M. U.; Dot Walker , F . A. 
U.; and Jose Eirez , F . 1. U. ; and 
above , Bucky Thompson , U. W. 
F . ; at right, Apollo Visco , 
F . S. A. and below at right, Don 
Lobeck , Univ. of Fla . 
The State Council of Student Body Presidents 
selected UNF as host for its meeting in ov -
ember . Th Council consists of SGA presidents 
from the nine universities within the State uni -
versity system. The meeting was well att nded , 
a successful and memorable event. Many in -
teresting ideas were exchanged during the two -
day session . One concern was policy changes by 
the Board of R gents . 
STATE 
COUNCIL 
PRESIDENTS 
41 
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William Sanders , champion U F arc;her , demonstrates his skill at banqu t celebrating 
Jacksonville' s contribution to the United Way. William is illtercollegiate state champion . 
BSU 
Above are scenes from the Campus Ministry 
Open House with the Covenant Players featured in 
an outdoor performance. Janice Leger serves cof -
fee and cookies during the campus ministers' wel -
come to students at r egistration. 
At left are JjJ.ack 
Student Union mem -
bers: Kenneth John -
son, advisor; Carl -
ton Godwin , pres. 
Sharon Crane, vice-
pres: Dorothy 
Owens ; Patricia 
Stroy, treas ; Ken-
neth Williams , bus. 
manager: Melvin 
Franklin; Rex But-
ler, reporter: and 
Cynthia Brown, 
kneeling are Diane 
Whitlock and Cicero 
Sharp . 
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Left to right, Larry Williams; Charles Faubion; Fred 
Mieners; Mary Aleel; Pam Rogers; Melvin Fletcher; Lucy 
Payne; Monica Tindall; Danny Williams; Tina Madison; Sharon 
E,vert; Rick McClellan; Adeline Ryan; Brenda Wimms; and Dr. 
Iris Brown, advisor. 
HISTORY 
CLUB 
From left, Dr. Ann Radwan; club 
advisor; Walter Proper-president; 
Manley Grooms; Madeline Wolf; 
Sharon Anderson; Diane Tall; Burt 
Jordan; Barbara Whitehead; Gary 
Chambers; and Ann Mitchell. 
Above, a scene from Eta Sigma 
Gamma's initiation. Members and 
their guests were honored with a 
luncheon and an interesting speech 
by Mr. Phillip Rountree from the 
State Department of Ec.:ucation 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
From left, sitting- - Joyce Lockett and Rosalind Bronner; 
standing - Pat Fiedler, Dr. Evelyn Brunson - advisor, and 
Carolyn Jones. 
From left - Edna McMillan, Karen 
Andrew, Glenda Morris and Greg 
Lohman at Phi Beta Lambda recep-
tion. 
From left, below - Chris Prescott; Bill Rivera; and Mike Vollenweider, 
from right - James Leonard; Dave Ellicott; and Charles Wynn; names 
of members in center not available. 
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Hidden away in class or around 
kilns , members of the Potters t Guild 
stay busy all year; they enter into the 
center stage, however , when the Arts 
Festival opens . Beautiful pottery fills 
the courtyard and the many hours of 
work these students have put in is 
evident in the finished products . 
POTTERS' GUILD 
Enjoying barbecue are club members: Clarke 
Toole; Jim Cassady; Mike Suttle; Don Graham, 
advisor; Rich Turney; Dr. Bill Christianberry; 
and Oliver Webb, pres. 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB 
Above are: Pat Carter , treas; George Regan, pres; Manley 
Grooms , vice-pres ; Thelma Cribbs , past pres; and Barbara 
Walters, sec . 
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Both the ROTC and the Sailing Club members can have lots of fun with the resultant 
happy memories as these photos of the Sailing Club show; however, sometimes ROTC 
training maneuvers lead only to memories of rather perilous moments . Keeping in ex-
cellent physical condition, as these men must, is sometimes quite arduous . There are 
times when they would probably rather be sailing, but it is certain that members of both 
groups like what they're doing. 
SAILING CLUB 
From Left: Karyl Ann Hoskins; Nick Delmedico; Kathy Cuttas; 
mson; Bob Sullivan; Bill Ulrich; Larry Reinhardt; Bill Medlin; Sue 
Leger , pres. Dr. Robert Loftin; Sharon Anderson; treas; John r e 
and Rick Guerry; sitting are Dr. Ray Bowman, advisor and Phyllis 
Phillips. At right are club officers: Sharon Anderson, treas; Ray 
1 .. ___ __________ .... Lewis, v. p. ; Pat Burbridge, sec; 
Dr. Bowman; and Sue Leger, 
pres. Upper Right: Ray Lewis 
with group on nature trail. 
Society for the Advanc m nt of Management 
From Left; Donald Begosh; Dr . Rob rt Ford; Cary Williams; Bar-
bara Anderson, vice -president; Gary Vr eland , president; and 
B th Porter 
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From left - Mary Lou 
Mandell; Maggie Loth -
schutz; Catherine Bell; 
Brenda Cain; kneeling are 
Richard Hawkins; Dan 
Higginbotham; and Dr. 
Sudarshan Kuthiala, ad -
visor. 
Jackie White, a winner in 
impromptu speaking. 
At right are: Keith Gold , 
winner in rhetorica 1 
criticism competition; 
Ozzie Banicki, coach; and 
Alan Ceballos, persuasive 
speaking events winner . 
UNF FORENSICS CLUB 
TOASTMISTRESS CLUB 
ZETA TAU ALPHA 
Upper left photo , from left-Ruth 
Skapyak , Doris Wilson , B. J. Brown, 
Joyce Reynolds and Helon Evans . 
Other photos show members making 
presentations for evaluation . 
At left are ZTA members: 
Standing - Ruth Bonner; Kathy 
Evans; Amelia McGrath; 
Sitting - Susan Dekle; Linda 
Griffiths; Pam Hutto and 
Lynn Davids . Zeta , one of 
UNF's newer organizations 
is also its first sorority. 
ZETA TAU ALPHA 
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Below from left are ICAC members: Jim Wells, SGA; Jim Rinaldi, Math 
Club; Walter Proper, History Club; Charlie Wright, Alpha Sigma Pi; Oliver 
Webb, Propeller Club; Steve Romeo , Political Science Club; Barbara An-
derson, S. A. M, ; Sue Leger, Sawmill Slough; Beth Porter, S. A. M. ; Tim 
Poirrier, Alpha Sigma Pi; William Sanders, Archer y Club; Mike Harold, 
Sailing Club; Cathy Evans, Zeta Tau Alpha ; with backs to camera - Ila 
Pagel, Psychology Club; and Michael Argento, organizational advisor . 
Acting as DJ for the SGA Ha ppy Hour is Carlton Godwin, president of the UNF Bla ck Student Union. 
Shown in insert Carlton helps in manning a r ecruiting table during Club Week. 
Reportedly, UNF is a University whose students are commuters who simply at-
tend classes and leave - fast - back to homes and jobs; everyone is too busy to hang 
around afterward for any reason. However, as the pictures on these pages prove, 
UNF students DO remain on campus when a scheduled event is interesting enough. 
And our club members flil each quarter's calendar with happenings, all very well 
attended - even when more than one club schedules a different event for the same 
time. The Interclub Activities Council (ICAC) and the Student Activities bulletin 
boards help to provide the intercommunication between clubs which is necessary to 
their existence. The over filled boards all over the campus, together with their 
club activities, will fade into the background of UNF graduates but will remain an 
important part in their memories. 
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Members of the Toastmistress 
Club listen attentively as one 
member makes a presentation 
during a meeting. From left are: 
Cindy DuBay; Carolyn Rogers; 
Shirley McCarty; Ruth Bates; 
Marge Sundby, secretary; and 
Betty Estes. 
CLUB HAPPENINGS 
Dr. Robert Loftin, UNF ornithologist and phil-
osopher, is shown above with a group of nature 
enthusiasts during Eco-Encounter , UNF's con-
tribution to Jacksonville's Earth Week celebra-
tion. The nature trail tour was conducted by 
Sawmill Slough . 
The History Club enjoys one of its many History 
Hours - the History Hour, attended by mem-
bers of the club, faculty of the History depart-
ment, and guests of both, is a time spent in 
both social and intellectual stimulation. Both 
off-campus guests and UNF faculty members 
have spoken during this time on a variety of 
subjects . From left ar e : Manl y Grooms ; Burt 
Jordan; Dr. Robert Loftin; Barbara Whitehead; 
Walter Proper - pres; Gary Chambers ; Ann 
Mitchell; and Diane Tall . 
Shown above are two of the 
Covenant Players, a travel-
ing troupe brought on ca mpus 
by the Baptist Campus Min-
istry in conjunction with the 
Jacksonville Campus MiniS-
try. 
At left, Professor Charles 
Jones, second from right, 
chats with students during 
the Propeller Club picnic at 
the Boathouse. 
Diane Tall of the History Club 
and Charli Faubion having a 
wonderful tim at the SGA 
Happy Hour. 
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SPORTS . .. 
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· .. SPORTS 
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Competition is part of campus life, 
and often a serious part . There are 
GPA 's, GRE's, LSA T's and such, that 
playa large part in deciding what we will 
turn out to be . These competitions often 
decide if we are to succeed or fail in living 
our dreams . So, we compete aoo do our 
best. 
Not all of our competitions are so 
critical, however; sometimes we compete 
just for the fun of it , to release our cares . 
Then we find that when we forget the 
serious stuff - which seems so import-
ant - it isn't so awesome after all. Let-
ting go and having fun leaves us refreshed 
aoo better able to continue our quest . 
So , viva sports! 
UNF has sports galore to choose from , 
aoo they are all free. What would you 
have: the wind singing in the rigging of a 
sailboat? , a silent canoe sliding through a 
hidden river?, the camaraderie of your 
football team?, the sudden yell and thump 
of judo or karate? , or just a little splash 
of a lure in Lake Onieda? Sports rekindle 
the fading spark in one's soul. With the 
return to the classroom, books or what-
ever, one finds that dreams have moved 
just a little closer to reality. The time 
taken to play has been time well spent . 
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UNITED WAY UNF FACULTY AND STAFF 
SOFTBALL GAME 
63 
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Faces which represent 
UNF-dreamy, happy or 
just reflecting the dreams 
and memories behind 
them. We seldom take the 
time really to see what is 
reflected there . . . 
FACES We should because they have much to tell, and 
each says it in a different 
way. Yet the message is 
the same: we have a pur-
pose for being here, this 
is where we want to be, 
and what we wan t to be , and 
what we do here is worth-
while . Someday when we 
have the time for reminis-
cence - memories of the 
faces at UNF will appear 
and we will remember . . 
that when we felt lost and 
ready to quit there vias a 
face which said you can 
make it - hang in there. 
And we will be thankful for 
the memory. 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
Dr. Willard O. Ash, Dean 
The College of Arts and Sc iences continues a philosophy which was exemplified in 
the life of Leonardo da Vinci. He knew that being a specialist was not enough for many 
people, and that a general body of knowledge was required to provide a more fulfilling 
life. He believed that life had to be more than mere existence. Thirst for knowledge 
and love of beauty are natural to man, not in conflict with each other. Leonardo be-
came a painter, scientist, musician, city planner, writer and engineer - all careers 
which seem to conflict, yet they did not. He also believed the solutions to man's prob-
lems could be found in man himself and in nature. Followers of Leonardo's philosophy, 
students in the College of Arts and Sciences, also believe there is more to life than 
rudimentary existence, that a sound general education is needed which extends the 
mind and understanding. These students, together with their faculty, search for new 
ideas, new lines of thought about old ideas, and believe in the right to think uncommon 
thoughts about the meaning of life. The College of Arts and Sciences offers its stu-
dents the opportunity for an enriched existence - the opportunity to become proficient 
in widely diverse areas of life , 
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN 
History - Dr . James Crooks. Asst. Dean Nat. Sciences - Dr. Edward Healey 
Math - Dr. William Caldwell Lang. & Lit . - Dr. Gary Harmon Pol . Science - Dr. Thomas Mongar 
Fine Arts - Dr. Gerson Yessin Sociology - Dr. Charles McCoy Psychology - Dr. Nick Lund 
67 




Johnny Baker Gilbert Bateman Pamela Battle Catherine Bell Mary Ann Bratburd 
Gwendolyn Brown Drew Brunson Dorothy Burney Larry Carnes Lois Carver 
Rex Caswell Chip Catherwood ' Glenda Catledge Veronica Coleman Terry Collins 
Deborah Davis Wayne Dean Nicholas Delmedico Valeria Dennard Linda Douglas 
Timothy Durden Joseph Elias Barry Enzor Jean Fanella Leslie Fauth 
Melvin Franklin William Frye , Jr . Samuel Gaskins , III 
Nancy Geiger Janice Go1cher John Greany Joseph Henry Annie Hightower 
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Tim Kaiser William Kandetzki Diane Kilner Bonnie Kirkland Ann Kirkpatrick 
Michelle Kollar Charles Lance Marvin Lee Jolm Mann Marjoria Manning 
William McCreary Janet McGahee Sandy, classmate Barry Mesa Leigh Muex, III 
Anthony Miliusis Gay Montgomery Carlton Moody Nadine Morrison Matthew Morrow 
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Len Sanders Deborah Scarborough Laura Schneider Bruce Shepperd Joseph Smyth 
Richard Snipes , Jr . James Sparkman Joan Stagg Douglas Strother Beverly Stubbs 
75 
Bucky Weintraub Kathy Wells Janice White Barbara Whitehead Terry Whitehead 
Nancy Whitley Charles Wickless Teresa Wilharm Danny Williams Lawrence Williams 
Ronald Williams Vivian Wilson Madeline Wolf Jeffrey Woods Mark Zadra 
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ARTS & SCIENCES JUNIORS 
Elizabeth Carlson MariAnne Ferrante Stephen Ferrell Ellen Gall Jacqueline Golden 
James McGee Kevin Ott Maurice Pilver Deborah Powell Walter Proper 
77 
Kathryn Sparkman Steven Spruell Alice Steele David Tate Charlene Weaver 
Jacob Wilson Valerie Wilson 
78 
ARTS & SCIENCES POST -GRADUATES 
Gloria Bird Miguel Carbonetti George Deihl Beverly McCown 
Carol Merchan t Alec Newell Barbara Walters JO Zimmerman 
ARTS & SCIENCES MASTER'S PROGRAM 
Louise Axelberg Karim Cadora Wayne Frost Gerald Gamache Glenn Ellis 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Dr. James M. Parrish, Dean 
The College of Business Administration prepares men and women for positions 
of responsibility in the professions or the business world. These men and women 
must be equipped with knowledge and skills which will enable them to advance 
quickly in their careers . They are the managers of tomorrow; people who not 
only will successfully adjust to change, but will initiate change when and where it 
is most necessary. 
They are citizens who must also be prepared for life outside of their careers. 
An appreciation of the values and obligations of life in a free society is a requisite--
an appreciation for humanistic activities and a real concern for the needs of others. 
This necessarily demands that management education be a life long process, fitting 
graduates with marketable skills which will help them excel, not just survive . 
The College of Business Administration has a formidable task in guiding and 
preparing leaders for tomorrow's world of business; the college has also acquired 
a faculty who perform this task with a remarkable degree of success. It is a place 
where excellence is expected. 
DEP ART ME NT CHAIRMEN 
Dr. Richard Kip -Fin .• Ins .• and Land Econ. 
Dr. Kenton Ross - Accounting Dr. Frank McLaughlin - Management 
~----.. 
Dr . Joseph Perry - Economics Dr. Jay Smith - Transportation 
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Leslie Williams James Zamalloa 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS SENIORS 
Joan Blecha Elizabeth Bocher Louis Boyd Roger Brown Lon Brugh 
Philip Cardace James Chamberlain Robert Cravey James Cushion Marlene Dixon 
Colon joiner Roy Lassiter Michael Lee Raymond Lewis Vernon Logan 
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Michael O'Neal Terry Okun James Oxford Vernon Parmenter Judy Peacock 
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Helius Price Raul Quijano Richard Remley Robert Seymour Janet Solana 
Scott Starr Harry Tasset George Ward Marcia Warren Jacquelyn White 
Phillip White Michael Wilson Sandra Woods Robert Young 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS JUNIORS 
James Brown Jeannie Creech Robert Drake Robert Edwards William Floyd 
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Loren Griswold Charles Hartle Charles Ison Pamela Jackson Walter Lawson 
William Saunders Gary Thelen Melborne Thrasher Paula Tribune Mark Ward 
68 
David Mecusker Phong Nguyen Sharon Stokes Ben Weise William Zimmerman 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS MASTERS PROGRAM 
Joaquin Amaral James Bailey Gilbert Bickum Emil Bierfreund Marcia Bozeman 
89 
J. Thomas Hill Sandra Kahle Pam LaBarbera George Lockhart Suman Makker 
Seth E . Wright Solomon Yiu 
• 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
What will the America- -and the world-- of tomorrow be like? The answer to 
this question will be found in school rooms all across the land- -in the hearts, 
minds and dreams of the children who fill them. These children will inherit our 
world , with all the good and the bad which we have built into it; they are the ones to 
whom we leave the task of building the better world for which all people are now 
searching. No one else will be around to do it. 
Our children will need hearts that are not afraid to care for others, hearts that 
dare to challenge society's set rules and traditions , hearts that have strength and 
moral character; they will not always be right, either . They will need minds which 
are open, creative, and eager to learn more about things of which we only dreamed. 
Their dreams will be bigger, more encompassing, magnificent, and also possible if 
they are guided, abetted, and trusted to stand alone when their time comes . 
So, the hands which guide them must be carefully chosen and prepared for this 
purpose. This mission is the responsibility of the College of Education; they per-
form it with great success . 
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DEP ARTMENT CHAIRMEN 
Elementary & Secondary Education 
Dr. William Merwin 
Health & Phys ical Education Spec ial Education 
Dr. Jack R. Netcher Dr. Robert M. Siudzinski 
Vocational & Technical Education Stud ies in Education & Guidance 
Dr. Samuel Russell Dr. Bette J. Soldwedel 
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Allan Reichert Da vid Roberts Lorie Rogers Reginal Rogers Stephanie Schneider 
Walter Squires, Jr. Mary Stone John Stringfellow Latrelle Studstill Nanette Tschirgi 
Steven Alberts Barbara Ansley James Bell Rosalind Bronner Donald Burns 
Cindy Edwards Gay Edwards Bill Elliott Gloria Fowler 
Deanna Jones 
Linda Linton William McAuley Sylvia Mcquaig Tina Madison Frederick Meiners 
Edward L. Miles Allen Miller Debra S. Moody Glenda Morris Ricky L. Moyer 
April Tolbert Valveta Turner Cheryl Tynes Dale Vehorn Carol Wilbur 
Sandy Wilfong Clayton Williams Orland Yunker 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION JUNIORS 
Mary Brossoit Susan Bush Charles Faubion Patricia Fiedler JoAnn Ganas 
Patricia Herring Vicki Hylton Rodney Ivey Beverly Lassiter 
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John Netcher John Schwab John Shuler Chriss L . Spires Alan Stack 
Cheryle Thompson Patricia Wengert Donald Williams Larry Williams Brenda Wims 
:=OLLEGE OF EDUCATION POST -BACCALAUREATE 
Richard Silvius Nancy Williams Anthony Windischman 
John Millis Robert B. Parker Virginia Sherrill Charles W. Smith Myra Smith 
Walter W. Weaver 
Division of Technology Seniors 
George Bohannon James Borgmeier Joyce Bryan Jeffry L. Rice Sidney Rousseau 
James Williams 
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DIVISION OF TECHNOLOGY JUNIORS 
James D. Ross 
DEP ARTMENT OF NURSING SENIORS 
Ellen K. Zepp 
DEP ARTMENT OF NURSING JUNIORS 
Edna P. Ball Marcia Cadenhead Theresa Coomes Teresa Haberland Patricia Tharp 
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Special Students 
No Majors 
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ATE OF FLORIDA 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
,-
From Left : Marshall S. Harris; J.J. Daniel; James J. Gardener; Marshall M. 
Criser; Dr. E. T . York, Chancellor; E. W. Hopkins, Jr.; Jack McGriff ; and 
Betty Anne Staton. Not pictured are Julius F. Parker, Jr . and Chester H. 
Ferguson. Meeting was held at UNF. 
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Faculties Students 
Dr. Jack T. Humphries Richard H . Reisinger 
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Budget Officer Campus PlaMer PlaMing & Analysis 
J . Richard Hirte William R. Munson Curtis D. Bullock 
Public Relations & Alumni Services 
Daniel M. Hoffman, AIlll Til ast , Henry Newman , 
Lynn Splinter and Judy Vanderwerff 
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OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS 
Dr. Johnny L. Arnette, Associate Dean of Students , and Valerie Wilson 
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Counseling Services 
From the Office of Counseling -
from left: Dr . Phyllis Voss; 
Barbara Walters; Dr. Travis 
Carter, Director; and Betsy 
Laseter Gehrig. 
Cooperative Education & Placement 
From left: Irene Roberts; Cathy Neal; Steve Infinger; Carol Ann Boyles, Director; Stuart 
Young; Joyce Perry; and Sam Burts . 
"1 
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Academic Enrichment and Skill Center 
From left: Patricia Dommer; Marcia Hunter; Louella Foust; Suzanne Cerney; Jo Brooke; Lon 
Thomas; Betty Meers; Kerry Bryant; Nicole Lauwaert; Doris Priestler; and Sandy Hansford, 
Director . 
Financial Aid 
Left to right: Rufus 
Jefferson, Jr. - Director; 
Carrie M. Tutson, 
Counselor; and Judy A. 
Overstreet, Counselor. 
Child Care Center 
Everett Malcolm., Director 
Student Health Office 
Sue Leger and Cleo Boulter - Nurses 113 
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From left: Michael G. Argento, Assistant Director - Richard H. Reisinger , Assistant Dean 
of Students and Office Director - Ronny Allen, Intramurals Director 
Office 
Of 
Student 
Activities 
Beverly Lyons, Secretary - Pam Ritter, Receptionist 
Pictures on this page will 
evoke a varied range of emo-
tions as former UNF students 
reminisce over their college 
days - a satisfied 'ah' as a 
hot cup of coffee is sipped; a 
sympathetic shake of the 
head for the student engross-
ed in typing a term paper; a 
merry chuckle as memories 
of judo class arise; a groan 
at the thought of giving blood 
(for UNF's account at the 
Blook Bank); and a happy 
smile for memories of Happy 
Hours at the Boathouse . The 
Student Activities office will 
be remembered - for these 
and many more activities -
as an integral part of the 
time spent here . 
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Sitting - Fred Simmons and Dr. Carpenter; 
standing are B. J. Brown. executive secretary 
and Margaret Davis. secretary. President's 
office. 
Suzanne Ridaught. secretary. and Dr. Ash. 
College of Arts & Sciences. Dean's office. 
At right are Doris Wilson. secretary. and Dr. 
Parrish. College of Business Administration. 
Dean's office. 
SOME EXECUTIVE 
STAFFS 
From left are Jo Mobley. secretary. Dr. Robin-
son and Charlene Jones. College of Education. 
Dean's office. 
From left - Dr. Wharton; Dr . Humphries ; Gertie Weeks , staff assistant; Marsha Fox , secretary; 
and Janice Lopez , secretary. Not shown is the office director , Dr . Lassiter . Office of the Vice-
President of Academic Affairs . 
Janice Sconyers, secretary , and Dr . Coy . Dean of Stu-
dent Affairs Office . 
Jim Haywood; Audice Starling , clerk; Richard 
Hirte; and Nancy Walker , staff assistant. Office of 
the Vice-President of Administrative Affairs . 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
From left, David 
Porter; Dr. Ted 
Reynolds; Emma 
Faye - sec; Ar-
thur Bloomer; 
Dr. Gerson Yes -
sin - chairman; 
Charles Charles; 
Dr . Merrill 
Palmer; and Ken-
neth McMillan. 
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 
From left, Sara 
Betts - sec. ; Dr. 
Daniel Schafer; 
Dr. Ann Radwan; 
Dr. James 
Crooks-chair-
man; Dr. Dale 
Clifford; Joseph 
Allen; and Dr. 
Thomas Leonard. 
DEPT. OF LANG. & LITERATURE 
Left to right 
standing, Dr . 
William Wilson; 
Dr . Charles 
Winton; Dr. Yap 
S iong Chua; Dr . 
Edward Elgethun; 
Walter Bond; Dr. 
Jo1m Leeson; 
seated, Dr . 
Leonard Lipkin; 
Dr. William 
Queen; Dr. Wil-
liam Caldwell -
chairman; and Dr. 
Willard Ash. 
From left, Dr. 
Allen Tilley; Dr . 
William Slaughter; 
Dr. Gary Harmon-
chairman; Leilani 
Tillis-sec; Dr . 
Richard Bizot; Dr . 
Jon Taylor; Dr . 
Satya Pachori; 
William Roach; 
and Dr. Cherrill 
Heaton. 
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From left - Joan 
Bray; Dr. Ray 
Bowman; Dr. 
Carol Demort; 
Dr. Eric Brum-
baugh; Dr. Jay 
Huebner; Sybil 
Jones - sec; 
Larry Hill; Dr. 
Gerald Stine; Mi-
chael Wilson; and 
Dave Baggett. 
From left. Dr. 
Thomas Mongar, 
chairman; Dr. 
Steven DeLue; 
Dr. David Lon-
dow; and Dr. 
Jane Decker. 
NATURAL SCIENCES DEPT. 
PSYCHOLOGY DEPT. 
From left Susan 
Webb; Stephen 
Woods; Dr. 
Christine Rasche; 
Dr. Sundarshan 
Kuthiala; and 
Marion Chambers. 
From left - Dr. Les 
lie Krieger; Dr. 
Susana Urbina; 
Marva Dawkins; Dr. 
Laurence Green; Dr. 
Linda Foley; Dr. 
Thorn Borowy; Dr. 
Nicholas Lund, 
chairman; Dr. Min 
Chamblin; and Dr. 
Jack Hartje. 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
S tanding: Dr. 
Frederick Cole; 
Carl Selph; Dr. 
Russell Kick; Dr. 
Joseph Joseph; Dr. 
Kenton Ross, 
Chairman; and 
Dr. Gary Fane; 
sitting - Joel 
Kauffman; David 
Wegman and Vir-
ginia Souder, 
sec . 
Dr. Steve Shapiro, 
Dr. Earl . 
Traynham, Shirley 
Munn, sec. ; Dr. 
Joseph Perry, 
chairman; Antonio 
Vasconcellos; and 
Dr. Lewis Woods 
FIN., INS. & LAND ECON. DEPT. 
From left. Dr. 
Richard Kip -
chairman; 
Charles Jones; 
Janice Loper -
sec; Dr. 
Robert Cline ; 
Dr. Charles 
Young; Dr. 
Robert Mc-
Elreath. 
From left: Dr. 
Robert Schupp; 
Dr. Kenneth 
Jennings; Dr. 
Lowell Salter; 
Dr. James Par -
rish; Dr. Wil-
liam Tomlinson; 
Jeanette Clark -
sec. ; Judy Ashe 
- asst.; June 
:\pplin - sec .; 
Dr. Frank 
McLaughlin; Dr . 
Asa Gardiner; Dr. 
Robert Pickhardt; 
Dr. Noel 
Zabriskie; Dr. 
Robert Bell and 
Raymond Wyre. 
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From left: 
Catherine 
Nix, Sec.; 
Dr. Warren 
Rose, 
Chairman; 
Dr. Jay 
Smith, Jr.; 
and Donald 
Graham. 
TRANSPORTATION DEPT. 
From left: Catherine Nix. sec.; Dr. Warren Rose. Chairman; Dr. Jay 
Smith, Jr.; and Donald Graham. 
COLLEGE OF EDUC'ATION 
From left: 
Barbara Stage; 
Dr. Lorraine 
Daniels; Dr. 
Thomas 
Healy; 
Wynelle 
Williams. 
sec.; Dr. 
William 
Wharton; Dr. 
Andrew 
Robinson; 
Alan Reichert; 
Dorothea 
Downing; 
sec. j Dr. 
Robert 
Mitchell; and 
Dr. Hildreth 
McAsban. 
---~ 
From Left: Barbara Stage; Dr. Lorraine Daniels; Dr. Thomas C. 
Healy; Wynelle Williams. sec,; Dr. William Wharton; Dr. Andrew 
Robinson; Alan Reichert; Dorothea Downing. sec.; Dr. Robert 
Mitchell; and Dr. Hildreth McAshan .. 
ELEM. & SEC. EDUCATION 
From left standing: Dr. David Jacobson; Dr. William Merwin, Chairman; 
Dr. James Mittelstadt; Dr. Catherine Hartman; Dr. Paul Eggen; Berna-
dine Bolden; Ann Cashen, sec.; Dr. Jan Wood; Dr. Bruce Gutknecht; Su-
san Lumpkins, sec.; and Claudia Abdullah. sec; Dr. Dennis Holt; and 
Dr. Ellen Scheirer. 
HEAL TH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Left to right - Dr. Dean Pease; Dr. Jack 
Netcher; Dr. Terry Tabor; Dr. Betty Flin-
chum; Dr. Heath Whittle; Dr. Iris Brown; 
and Joyce Reynolds, sec. 
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From left, stand -
ing; Geraldine 
Stage; Dr. Robert 
Gonzales . Sitting: 
Dr. Clint Van Nagel ; 
Elizabeth D'Zamko; 
Dr. Joseph Sedlak; 
Dr. Robert Siudzin-
ski, Chairman; and 
Thomas Serwatka. 
From left: Dr. Wil-
liam Wilkinson; Dr . 
Phillip Gearing; Dr . 
Evelyn Brunson; Bar-
bara Anderson, sec . ; 
and Dr . Samuel Rus-
sell , Chairman 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
VOC. & TECH. EDUCATION 
STUDIES IN ED. & GUIDANCE EDue. 
Dr . Judy Lombana, Dr. Thomas Clawson, 
and Dr . Bette Soldwedel, Chairman 
A circle . . . of people . . . in time 
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DIV. OF CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Standing -Torn F owler; Linda Czaplicki; Dr . Randolph Bra cy, Jr .; Jim Thibault; 
Dr . Michael Anik eff ; sitting -Penelope Pollock; Dr. Rob rt Mitchell; and Cynthia 
Wade 
DIVISION OF TECHNOLOGY 
DIV. OF NURSING 
. memos 
'--_.I 
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Bottom row L to R - Maria Penderleith; Robert Jones; John Hein; Richard Silva; Richard Rogerson; 
and Linda Carter; middle row - Wynona Saddler; Reavelle Stephenson; Helen McGee; Kathleen Co-
hen; Erma Daise ; Katharine Owens ; Shirley McFadden; Christine Siim; Marilyn Brown; and Virginia 
Johnson; standing - Thelma Parker; Peggy Berry; Christine Mack; Glenda Morris ; Linda Smith; Shei-
la Mangum; Dorothy Williams, Asst. Director; Andrew Farkas, Director; Karen Kent; Louise Gen-
try; and Nancy Vermeulen . 
Kneeling, L to R - Martin Garris , Director; Lt. R. J. Ridaught, Ptlm, Laverne King; Disp . 
Melinda Reid; Ptlm. Mary Jo Cherney; Disp . Frances Steavens; and Sgt. John Anderson; 
standing, L to R - Helen Perkins - Sec.; Sgt. Raymond Smith; Ptlm. Bill Ulrich; Ptlm. 
James Parker; Ptlm. Hugh Jones; Ptlm. Gary Davis; Ptlm . Frank Waddell; Ptlm . T.W . Wo-
drich; and Ptlm. James Burton . 
Admissions - Karen Ennis; Jim Weese; Sharon Anderson; William De 
Sue; and Carolyn Jones. 
Records & Registration - bottom row - Gwendowlyn Merriman and 
Shirley Vaughn; middle row - Edna Ledger; Emma Lee; Maureen 
Collins; Margene Green; and Julia Mitchell; top row - Richard Bee-
man and Shirley Hall 
REGISTRARS 
OFFICE 
Betty Crippen - Registrar 
Donna Rawlins - Bookstore Man-
ager, and student 
At far left - Hank Walters, UNF 
Space Coordinator; and at left, 
Ben Campbell, Admissions Di-
rector 
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JUST 
GLIMPSES 
Dr. Carpenter 
Dr. Stine & Dean Coy 
Dr. Brown 
Dr. Russell 
Dr . Yessin and Dave Porter 
Dr . Zabriskie and Roger Brown 
...... ----------------------------------.. 
Dr. Stine 
Dr. Kuthiala 
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Arthur Bloomer 
Dr . Robert Ford 
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.. 
Dr . Merwin and Dr. Scheirer 
Dr. Merrill Palmer 
r • =- • JlP 
Deans Robinson, Ash and White 
Charles Charles Dr. Grimes and Dr. DeLue 
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We are the music-makers, 
And we are the dreamers of dreams , 
Wandering by lone sea-breakers" 
And s itting by desolate streams; 
World -losers and world -forsakers , 
On whom the pale moon gleams : 
Yet we are the movers and shakers 
Of the world for ever, it seems . 
Arthur O'Shaugnessy 
Dyin ain't bard at all. thought ally. You just lay here and it happens. Of course, yesterday, or 
it the day before, be d been the paln, but now, now, it was just lUre laying on a raft, sway-
Ing up and down. r, itlng to die. ADd what was really strange, was that she wasn't 
alrald. Alwa was a little girl, and thought about dyIng, aDd belng burled, and maybe 
got. Hell, s c&1'8d It Im1a funny, bere she was, dying and, for sure, goIng to 
Hell, a he wa red, klada relleved, that's all 
She na die;nd to Hell cause ber Mama, Jenny. told her so. "You Slut, you 
are lOnna pay for this slnDlDg Uf. you lead. I kIlO what you done. and you sure God gonna pay. " 
Mama'd been saying that since Moll was a little girl, but now Mama was right. It was sinful to 
to 00. then, have tie baby that came of that fornlcation scraped out of your body like a 
ADd, sweet Jesus, tha was exactly what she, Molly Harris, had done. Gone to old 
le's bouse and bad at baby scraped right ~ut of her. 
le as t e one who took care of girls In troubl , if you had the money, that is. Molly'd 
from Uncle Bubba. He was the only one t t had a Job, aDd, besides. he'd have 
If s bad bee~ able to ask hlm for it. U Ie Bubba I' her; he always brought candy 
r her on payday, and. was It la t night he'd knelt by the bed and said he was going 
Au Mary to bring some help? It didn't matter, nothing mattered now. 
die was a prune woman, all black and wrinkled. and her voice had been soft when she said , 
"Yes . yes. Missy. you jes come on in here and 01' Sadie'll be glad to hep you." The cabin had 
smelled of greens and fatback, and there weren't any lights, just candles and one old kerosene 
lartern. Molly didn't remember much after the old woman had laid her down on the table. just a 
pa' that seemed to take over her body, and a voice screamIng. and thinking, "that can't be me," 
then old Sadie's daughter, granddaughter, some nigger gal helping her home. The nelghbors 
1 k g and knowing, and, then, Mama yelling at her. Oh, Lord Jesus, forgive me for I have sinned. 
aybe Uncle Bubba would get Aunt Mary and take her to the hospital. No, that wouldn't happen; 
l_iIIl_'d never let them take her, Mamma would make her suffer for her sin. "You sin - you die," 
what Brother Taylor said, and he knew, cause he was right with God. He told you so every 
y morning. "Come you sinners, come and be washed i.n the blood of the lamb. Do not hold 
God knows the b ckness of your soul. Every minute you hold back. you are asking to be 
ned for all eternit Repent. Repent, you sinners, before it is too late, be right with God. It Old 
as probably up t re just a-grinning waiting for her to die, so's he could send her straight to 
ie to lay her out. Sadie did a lot of laying-outs. The least Sadle 
collid do after killing r was to lay her out all nice and pretty. All the neighbors and kin would come 
to the lmrylng and they' talk ut her a they'd say "Amen" at th end of Brother Taylor's sermon. 
But, they'd know that oIly Har is sure God did not go to Heaven. It sure was funny, the way God 
lei things. 
The bed felt tiff, M Uy knew it was her drieQ blood that made it that way. She'd bled an awful 
lot. Sure wo be nice to die in a clean bed, but, it was too late now. Her eyes wouldn't open any 
more, and she felt tir ,so tir ,there was just no strength left in her body. Through her eyelids. 
Molly could te 1 the da was coming. Ni ht's an easy time to die, he thought. She could hear Mama 
moving around In the kl chen. fixing supper. It was funny. Molly s iled. Jesus, sweet, sweet Jesus, 
don't put you elf out a my ace unto You don't ha e to send me to eU, Lord, I been there, already. 
ary Ellen C. Wofford 
First place winner (prose) 
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tuesday evening introspection 
sometimes i feel 
like Gulliver 
when the Lilliputians got him 
some arachnid ian race 
has left me 
only shadowed sky to view 
in that inter lunar dusk 
i watch myself 
(moon-mad woman 
stifl ing a cry 
against bloody fingertips) 
with a small cold eye. 
Linda Skidmore 
Second place winner 
mind your own bus iness, mr. Love 
i know that 
what's on my mind 
is not 
what's on your mind 
do you mind? 
if you do 
i'll mind 
my own bus iness 
Richard C. McLean 
First place winner (poetry) 
OBITUARY CLOUD 
A man dies 
falling off a train 
the papers call it 
acc idential 
but we know 
we know 
hls wife and her lover hold hands 
at his funeral 
discussing where 
to bury the hatchet 
remembering his pulp western 
jut-jawed hero, who 
always died 
fell off a train 
once too often. 
Dance hall Lily found him 
in the desert, breathing 
dry blood into paperback heat 
she t k him home 
to Mama 
who ironed his socks 
and sent him packing 
on the last 
stage to Thunder Rock 
but he got lost 
left his endings 
on the subway. 
Meanwhile, 
Clytaemnestra lights an apple 
flavored cinnamon 
34th Anniversary-
The sour matter of concern manifests 
as she enters the room. 
He stares at the T. V. 
She sighs 
and slts on the opposite side of the room. 
The shadows of a supposedly everlasting bondage 
have burned. 
Only ashes of survival 
hold them together. 
They have both dreamed --
"If only I had . .. " 
Wlshfall milestones have fallen 
wlth the seasons 
and another year of chained boredom begins. 
Wyonna Saddler 
smiles at Clyde 
who nods approval 
and searches the map 
for an appropriate X. 
An old locomotive steams toward them 
chugging exhaust in the oppos ite lane 
the conductor. 
(who read ahead) 
knows of the logjam, and 
being a Sissy at heart, 
jumps 
lands on her windshield 
grabs madly for wiper blades 
but she flips a switch 
and his ha s bleed 
water 
as he sinks into the grille 
to read the hum of rubber 
on his page. 
Inside 
the lovers quarrel 
over the last chapter 
what do to with the body 
BURN IT she shouts 
hands him the book 
Dh, and light me another candy; darling, 
this one tastes of bone ust. 
Kevin Wilson 
Photo by Jeff Koch 
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UNTITLED 
We stand on a pedestal 
Of time and begin to speak; 
Our voice is soft and unsure, 
And we think more than we speak. 
We stand on a pedestal 
Of time and begin to shout; 
For our voice has become strong and self-assured, 
And we shout more than we think. 
GONE 
Slowly the sun sets 
The moon comes up 
There you are-you and your bottle 
But one day 
You won't be there, 
And your bottle will be empty. 
Poems By 
Rodney F. I vey 
TWO A.M. 
THE JOURNEY 
The spring's warm breeze 
Flows gently through the air 
Touc h ing the face of the body 
Lying so coldly on the beach. 
As it touches him ever so lightly, 
The soul clings to the breeze 
And is carried away to lands 
He has never seen before. 
Flowing gently with the breeze 
The soul observes Sights and visions 
That makes him wonder and 
He is scared ... not of where 
He is or what he sees, 
But that earth is gone . . . 
and gone forever. 
TODAY 
I ran today 
Because I wanted to 
And was saddened because I saw 
Someone crawling 
Because he had to. 
He dressed in the clothes he thought he looked best in. Combed his hair and used his expensive 
underarm deodorant. He wanted to be right for the evening. He rehearsed his speech on Jack Kero-
uac's broken heart and Tagore's Nobel Prize acceptance speech. "Overwhelmingly brilliant, " he 
thought. 
The bar was bright, splendid, refulgent in ersatz light and smoke and the din of the crowd. 
Exhilerated. Yes, by the noise and closeness and the heat and the expectation. Stand at the bar, 
beer safely in hand, survey the crowd looking for what was so desperately wanted. 
A kind red eye. 
Chances came and went, like the time, marching towards 2 a. m. and solitary darkness. His 
glances often boldly met, he, turning away, ashamed of his intrusion would study the steady ascent 
of bubbles in his remaining beer and envy the smiling faces. Long before 2, unsteady in balance, 
with his mind's eye sharpened by the dissolution of sober pretense, he would begin to feel the cloy-
ing closeness of opportunity and smell the cigarette stink of his best clothes. "It would be better," 
his thought would go, "if only I were away from here. " Better to strike up an acquaintance with a 
tallboy than to violate the olfactory integrity of a potential woman. Better the elusive drunk than the 
disappointing suitor. 
2 a. m. "Back to the cave from whence I came, " he said under his breath, "maybe tomorrow 
night. " There was, oddly enough, a sense of relief in his voice. 
R. Birdsall 
OBSTACLES 
I would have gambled all I'd gained 
to set the earth on keel 
I would have rendered songs of praise 
to make idols feel 
I could have championed any cause , 
taught id lots to pray 
I would have purged the human race 
but love got in the way 
And when love took the world in hand 
and steadied it to heaven 
Strapped the devil's glittering mask 
from a face of dough, unleavened 
Showed how soon the heroes bleed . 
now wildly angels play , 
I surrendered all to love 
and life got in the way 
Luc Be Slade 
Once crowded corridors 
Empty now 
Spawn paths we crossed on sunnier days 
Barely warmed now 
With feet not yet kilned 
And lulled with drawls not yet seasoned 
Tempered with modulated shouts 
Of 
"Hey , how's it going," 
The caller knowing in advance the going 
But feeling the need 
To touch over space 
It seems colder this fall 
There's a certain aura missing 
If I could coax it back 
Would I hoard its warmth 
To stoke my own embers 
Or would I selfishly share 
Letting a spark ignite 
From time to time 
A passerby 
THE OLD MAN 
The old man is a mirror of all the days gone by, 
a reflection of memories of the hard and good life, 
An image of work and leisure and worry, 
a casting of love of his children and wife. 
The old man's eyes strain at the sunlight 
and the printed word is no longer clear. 
He speaks more softly than in earlier years 
and the nightingale's song he can no longer hear . 
The old man is not a forgotten man 
out of the minds of those who no longer care, 
But is a source of peace for times ahead 
when we all approach the greying of the hair. 
The old man is like the old oak tree 
in whose shadow we grew from children to men. 
And like his image in a dark pool 
our lives are a reflection of him . 
BLUEPRINTS 
The indoor games have all been played 
Laughter permanently embedded 
Reverberates among billiard balls 
Cued 
Racked 
Then sunk in leather pockets 
Pock 
Rolllllli 
Thunk 
James Burns 
Ping-pong balls beat their own tatoo on treble walls 
Foosball kicks off pseudo-war 
And "I'll get you next time" 
Against insurmountable odds 
We have drawn the lines 
Followed the legend 
And we have built 
With drawls and modulated shouts 
A room 
In which there is permanently embedded 
Laughter 
And indoor games 
And touching ove:r; space B. Schemer 
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SHADOWS OF THE MIND 
Someone ls watching me, 
As I sit here in the park - quite alone, 
I think ... 
A wicked moon filters through the rolling clouds, 
My mouth dryas cotton, as the clouds 
seem to beckon the evil to arise in 
masochistic pleasure 
A breath of wind so cool as a needle pricks my neck, 
the crickets cease their symphony, 
waying in indecisIon are the limbs of the willow tree, 
they foreshadow a faint glimpse, 
of perchance a form unknown to me . •• 
There growing - my heart I feel it in my chest - pounding, 
away it runs and yet I stay, 
I swear I saw it again - a hideous grin on Its deformed face, 
Lumpy-whitish gray its cheek full and limp, 
pale as snow, lips red,as a harlot's glossy paint; 
Its teeth , yellowish-green, decapitated, 
its gums bleeding wlth trickles down lts chin 
dripping as rain from a tree ••• 
Down its chin, the blood mlxlng with the hair, 
my very senses belng hypnotized, intent were 
its burly thick brows, yet clear as glass were 
its eyes 
Unmoving. 
As a cat stealthlly stalking its prey - I felt 
its power generate this gothic glow - for 
surrounding It was an aura that glowed a blue 
More pleasing than the heavens when absent of their 
clouds. 
Ugly yet beautiful - it was all of these -
Lest my lmaglnatlon fool me -
'TIs true? may have been the leaves . • • 
Vincent Di Vlesti 
Photo by Shella PhUlips 
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A UTE T 
ISHE 00 o 
• one nation, lnd sible... , " had its beginning as an idea, a 
d earn, in the s of a few rsecuted 'lit e eo Ie'. I w , to e ryone else, a ridiculous 
i ea. ~e world , as anyone could pi nly se ,was flat and nothing lay beyond on 's vision except 
more water 0 To the fo owers f Col bus, owever I ross the great body of water lay a ne 
world, a Valhal , whe e persecutions, and mall- . ed pea Ie °th th i bigotry d intoler-
ce would become ani a bad memo 
Though beset by na ural phenome a and 8ddened by th loss of any mem s, the mall 
band of pilgrim finall set foot on th soil 0 their dreamland. Many years of both hardship and 
happy fulfilment for erican pionee s folIo eel befa e e de cendants f those first settlers 
were faced with the s e problem . ch fac their ancestors. e yoke of gave ent which had 
1 in so heavily then wa once ain comin~ t vy to borne. The rebellious spirit which 
had ris in tho e fore athers cam even s 0 r in th c rrent en ration , one which consist-
ed of a people g own t 1 and p oud in a land ich, by its own strength and size, nourished that 
growth its i itan . The)ll , like heir fa ers, were few in number, and were considered 
foolhard for even th ing of ebellliig again t gave nment auth 
i 
yo like to be? Who 
at to do? Who should 
When dissent is heard, or citizens challenge laws which they feel are not just, when minor-
ities agitate for rights, their reasons are heard and weighed objectively. They are not a threat to 
America but Americans doing just what their ancestors did. It is the Spirit of America expressing 
itself, refusing to be second best at anything, and firmly believing that only through freedom can 
we truly be all we were meant to be . This belief made a difference in 1776 and it still makes a 
difference in 1976. 
AMERICA CELEBRA 1\ES! 
As America' 200th bir thday celebration drew near to a successful and triumphant close, all 
the wonderful people who worked so hard and tirelessly to make .it perfect breathed a deep sigh of 
relief that the involved preparations, the complicated arrangements, were over, and they could 
relax to the sweet sound of applause and the comments of appreciation from their American coun-
trymen everywhere . 
The Bicentennial Celebration took many forms, some solemn and profound, some of lighter 
vein. One of the most symbolic events occurred on Independ nc Day; at 2:00 p.m. bell were 
rung s imultaneously throughout the nation " from sea to shining sea," proclaimin the joy felt by 
Americans ever}'\vhere in the world as they wished themselves and their country a heartfelt 
"Happy Birthday. " 
This sharing of joy was not limited to a chorus of bells; through American television people 
everywhere were able to share in the regal beauty of "Operation Sail" hich celebrated our 
maritime heritage . Dozens of incredibly majestic tall-masted sailing vessels raced from Europe 
to New York to parade in review up the famed Hudson River to the George Washington Bridge on 
July 4 . The American " Eagle", a famous Coast Guard training vessel, which later visited Jack-
sonville on its bicentennial tour , played a prominent part in this salute to America. 
Another of the touring program exhibits which also visited our ci was the Freedom Train. 
The train began its tour in Wilmington , Delaware, and, during the two-year celebration, visited 
all 48 contiguous states. On board were more than 700 significant historical items culled from 
public and private collections. Approximately 7 million persons viewed the exhibits which were 
carried more than 2S, 833 miles during the train's tour. Throngs of Jacksonville's citizens viewed 
the priceless cargo on board during its short stay here . 
Another of the touring programs, the Chicago F ree Street Theatre, also came to Jacksonville 
- and for the second time . This theatre group consists of a traveling troupe of very talented and 
versatile performers who carry to the American people a mes age; the messag comes across in 
varied forms, but the theme is one which portrays the people of America as they live, ork and 
play - what they are and hat they can become. Nationally over persons had enjoyed the group ' s 
performances by the end of their tour; UNF wa proud to host on of th e during their Jackson-
ville run . 
Not all the bicentennial event were of a noble nature, however; some were of a different 
' spirit-uplifting' kind. Jacksonville's Fraternal Order of Police sponsored the G.R.O .W. contest 
(Great Row of Whiskers), a beard growing contest in which categories such as: reddest, longest, 
thickest, etc . were awarded prizes. Nothing somber about this . Also, nothing was somber about 
Jacksonville's greatest parade as the city did its part to celebrate the Fourth of July . Dozens of 
tocal and national organizations got it together with floats and marching bands and all the trim-
mings - really a patriotic spirit rouser! 
A bicentennial crafts demonstration brought back old times with talented folks performing an-
cient arts - quilting, needlepOint, scrimshaw, iron forging and many others. A square dance ex-
hibition lasted an entire weekend - a real foot stomper. 
The Jacksonville Treaty Oak Long Rifles did a remarkable job in full revolutionary uniforms as 
they demonstrated the use of black powder muzzle-loading \ eapons. The Revolution became reality 
through this event, which was truly authentic to the last detail, even to the Indian encampment . 
Quite a show. 
Space permits only a few bicentennial events to be mentioned here, but a heart-warming birth-
day celebrA.tion took place throughout the country; each part of our nation united - to the tiniest 
hamlet - in a concerted effort to show the people of the \ orId hO\ proud of America its people are. 
Most of the \ orId joined in with salutes to our nation - wonderful gestures of friendship from coun-
tries with whom America can sometimes differ and still remain friends . 
And now that we have wished our wonderful country a happy birthday, we perhaps should pause 
before setting out on the next 200-year journey for a sober comtemplation of its future. America is 
a conglomerate nation, a melting pot of many and varied nationalities and their resultant ideologies . 
It is therefore a land \ here tolerance is a necessity - where to live peacefully its citizens must 
attempt to understand each other. Tolerance does not mean free license; it does mean each of us is 
free to live as he choo es but that choice must not infringe on the rights of others . With this in 
mind , we look forward to the next peaceful and prosperous 200 years . 
AMERICA - times past 
St. Augustine - and the old 
fort . What historic memories 
these bring to mind . Such as our 
Spanish heritage - hot- blooded 
conquistadors opening a path 
from Florida to the Pacific. To-
day their forceful methods would 
be questionable; they were 
proud, haughty, and sometimes 
ran rough shod over those who 
stood in the way . Here many of 
them died fighting for what they 
considered noble reasons - hon-
or , crown, faith and homeland. 
They fought and died bravely but 
men and battlegrounds are too 
quickly swept under new grass ; 
the screams of dying men are 
erased by the wind; even 
the fortress walls shrink . 
And the cause they died 
for? Causes have no echo 
at all . Our ancestors were 
people of great spirit and 
that proud spirit is the 
heritage of their American 
heirs. 
L k . 
~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~ 
times present 
1 
! 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue N. W, Washington, 
D. C. - the address of a beautiful home with 
strong black fences, big green lawns and gar-
dens , and fountai.ns with pretty flowers . Who 
owns it? The American people, lock, stock 
and barrel. A few families have been allowed 
to live there since it was built, but the tenants 
have been chosen very carefully. A new choicE 
is made each four years, since the American 
people don't want any tenant to begin to feel 
too important and permanent, because the 
people who reside in this home work for the 
people, thepeople don't work for them. That 
is the difference between our government and 
most others . This is the home of the most 
important person in the world - but you and I 
have the key. 
We have built marble temples, 
perfect of line and form , to show 
the world what we believe in , what 
we think is important . Since all 
civilizations have done this , our 
architecture is not unique. But our 
ideas, our values , our dreams 
are. These temples are symbolic 
of the perfection of our ideas, not 
for what we have attained - ideas 
such as equal justice under the law 
and equality for all , ideas which 
can only reach fruition through 
struggle- a struggle by the people 
of America to attain their ideals 
through excellence in government. 
At the end of our 200th year , " we 
the people of America have chosen 
a new tenant for our Washington 
home, the White House . Though 
white is symbolic of simplicity and 
purity , this doe not mean we 
choose a naive person to live 
there. For the most important po-
sition in the world, this would be 
disastrous, especially in a time 
when nuclear power is of utmost 
importance. And we have faith that 
James Earl Carter , though admit-
tedlya plain man of the people , . 
will handle his new position with fi-
nesse. We believe that his admin-
istration will launch America suc-
cessfuHy on its next 200 year jour-
ney. 
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times future 
Americans have always had 
a taste for adventure , a thirst 
for knowledge . Our forefathers 
set sail for the end of the 
world in the belief that beyond 
the edge of knowledge lay a 
beautiful new world . And they 
found it , accomplishing the 
impossible - because dreams 
CAN come true . That adven-
turous spirit drives us today; 
we still accomplish the impos-
sible and dreams still come 
true . They conquered an ocean 
-we are beginning to conquer 
space. 
Think of today ' s marvels ; 
then imagine people who will 
never know what it was like 
before man reached into the 
universe . Once no one knew 
\\'hat was happening beyond the 
next hill , a place fearful , un-
known, and strange . Then -
some adventurous spirit went 
there, finding people just like 
him , people who grew fright-
ened, too - of him . Once dif-
ferences vanished , so did fear ; but before this could happen , some one cour ageous 
had to try the impossible - had to visit s tr ange places ; an extraordinary task was 
accomplished by ordinary men . 
Because of this , we can now sit in our living rooms and see not only the other 
side of the hill but the other side of Mars , and soon even beyond our galaxy . If life 
as we know it exists in space , there will s till be no differences which matter when 
we meet. Perhaps by then all fear will have vanished , its meaning forgotten . 
lS6~ 

UNF 
INVOL VEMENT 
DAYS 
On December 3 & 4, individual 
segments · of NF united in a con-
certed 'appreciation to Jacksonville'. 
UNF departments and organizations 
presented programs for both 
specific audiences and the general 
public; building 11 and a nature 
trail for the handicapped were dedi-
cated; there was a band, a barbecue 
luncheon, campus and nature trail 
tours, workshops, gift drawings, 
pottery sale and State Forensics 
Tournament. 
UNF Involvement Day should soon become another nivers ity 
tradition, together with May Day, Black History Week, Eco-
Encounter, Executive of the Day and the Spring Arts Festival--
all of which are now firmly established on campus. 

The UNF Chorus, shown here dir ected by Dr. Merrill Palmer. presented several fine concerts 
during the past year . 
. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Above a r e scene s from Fr ee Street Theatre , a r emarkably versa tile group of actors from Chicago who per 
form ed her e to a delighted audience . 
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Dr. Carpenter, Fred Simmons, Art Cozart. Larry 
Davis and Dr. Caldwell at United Way management 
and faculty softball game . 
SPORTS 
UNF Involvement In Special 
Olympics and United Way Above, Dean Coy and Richard Reisinger; Above 
Right, the James Ostranders and Mr . Reisinger . 
Above, Rufus J effe rs on plays Sa nta Claus at 
the Student Affairs Christma pa rty. 
PARTIES 
Shown here are scenes from two of the many parties 
held during the academic year by depa rtments and or-
ganizations. The UNF community occasionally takes 
time to relax from the hectic schedule which usually 
fills its days. Such an event as Christmas, someone' s 
birthday, retirement , wedding , etc. , is certain to 
bring a celebration. In upper photo Pam Ritter, Beverly 
McKown , Beverly Lyons, Richard Resinger, and Sylvia 
Freiman enjoy Kay Noell's retirement party. Directly 
above , Kay is congratulated by Dr. William Tomlinson 
while Sybil Jones dips into the cake . In the background 
are Dr. Ellen Sheirer and Dr. James Crooks . 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
At left are the following S. A . M . 
members : Roy Schuerr, Vickie 
McDonald, Sandra Woods, Candy 
(last name not available), Mar-
lene Dixon, Margie Carrol, Bill 
Sparks and Barbara Anderson . 
At Center, are members of the 
Halyard (now the Phoenix) news-
paper staff; Stephanie McLain, 
Patti Brunson, Drew Brunson, 
Burt Jordan, Cecilla Frere, Rick 
Logan and Mike Harold. 
Below, Lowell Lorbeer-APO 
pres. -at an SGA meeting . 
OUT 
TO 
IJNC I-J 
above, SGA takes a break from work 
while Diane Tall and Patti Brunson (left) 
learn news media first hand from Chan-
nel 12's .Stan Sanders . 
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ADVERTISEMENTS 
~--North Star 
1976 
Florida Personnel 
You've earned your degree- Florida 
Personnel knows how to make your de-
gree earn for you. Call for interview 
appointment or come by either office 
now or anytime in the future. 
33 South Hogan or 4729 San Juan 
Phone 354-0691 or 384-5593 
it"'andons, inc. l:;::I,;; MARY ST. (P. O. BOX 5519) PH. (904) 398·1591 
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. 32207 
~~I'mas 
independent 
as you can be:' 
''I've got a great wife. A great family. A 
great job. 
And I make our total way of life better. 
So I'm pretty independent. 
But mo t of all, Iguess I'm independent be· 
cause I've got great life insurance. 
It's Total Way of Life. 
Now if I should make a quick exit from this 
world Diane will get the hOll e. The girls willlfet 
their education. And they' 
all be taken care of. 
No worry. 
That makes me feel good. 
And that's a good 
feeling to give 
to my family." ~ 
~ 
Independent Life/~~2,!Al!~ 
Pedal Pushers 
Family Bicycle Center 
in Arlington 
RALEk;N ':1(,",,'.' 
FUJI * PEUGEOT * COLUMBIA * VISTA 
1130 Rogero Road 
Where Lone Star. Rogero 
& Arllngton Roads Meet 
mom CROit - DAN GURNEY - WEBCO - BLACK DIAMOND 
EISENTRAUT - CINElLI - MASI - WITCOMI 
THREE WHEelERS - FOlOERS - USED llltES 
SALES - DOMESTIC & FOREIGN 
P d I SEIVICE - ALL MAKES e a PAITS - REPLACEMENT & 
ACCESSORIES 
~. Pashers T~!;;~:S 
BICYCLE SPECIALISTS 
FREE ESTIMATES ON REPAIRS 
• 1725-22111 
Northsi e 1 
Roy 1 Palm 2 Midway Drive In 
9762 A 1LANTIC BOULEVARD 
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 3221 
904/642-1000 
Phone 725 -6666 
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764-9519 
7619 Lem Turner Rd 
ARLINGTON 
743-5678 
1227 UnLverslty Blvd N 
PAUL LEWIS'~~~-=d 
Tire Centers 
o It All" 
387-5556 
2430 BlandLng BlVd 
AIRPORT 
Paul Lewis offers discount prices to all UNF students, faculty and staff. 
9501 Arlington Expy. 
#69 Regency Square 
Jacksonville, Florida 32211 
Phone 904-721-3903 
Jerry; & Barbara 
W odruff 
11430 Beach Blvd. 
@ St . John's Bluff Rd. 
Jacksonville, Florida 32216 
Phone 641-0877 
ANGELO'S 
Italian Restaurant 
2111 University Blvd. North 
Compi te Italian Menu 
Phone 743-3400 
Open llpm--12a 
7 days a week 
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Your University Bank 
Complete Banking Service 
Checking-Saving-Loans 
~ __ - - - _I 
Open 9 AM to 4 PM Mon. - Thurs . 
9 AM to 6 PM Fri. 
Drive-In Tellers: 7:30 AM to 4:00 PM Mon. - Thurs. 
Atlantic University Bank 
Corner Beach Blvd. and St. John's Bluff Rd. 
Fred G. Pruitl 
Preslden' 
Atlantic Universiry &nk 
Posr Office &x 16967 
Jacksonville. Renda JZZ16 
Telephone 9Qf 6<41-1100 
Phone 641-1100 
CONGRATULATIONS 
FROM 
SERVOMATION 
UNIVERSI'IY OF NOR TH FLORIDA 
FOOD SERVICE 
ST. JOHNS BLUFF ROAD 
JACKSONVILLE , FLORIDA 
646 - 2543 
U.N.F. BOOKSTORE 
*CLASS RINGS 
*CHECK CASHING 
*DISCOUNT THEATRE TICKETS 
*SPECIAL BOOK ORDERS 
*CAPS & GOWNS 
*DIPLOMA LAMINATING 
*FILM PROCESSI G 
*NOTARY 
*GIFT CERTIFICATES 
PH:646-2866 
•
• • • • • • 
940 orth bi d S eet 
Jacksonville Beach, Florida 32250 
) / Lady Wrangler 
"CUSTOM JEWELRY --QUALITY REPAIRS" 
Personal Service F r om The Jewele r "Elia" 
Phone 904-724-5335 
8177 Arlington Expressway Mall 
Jacksonville, Florida 32211 
Get Your 
FLORIDA STATE 
10405 Beach Boulevard THEATRE 
Discount Tickets 
Jacksonville, Florida at the Bookstore 
PATRONS 
The Residence of 
Woodridge Mobile 
Home Village 
BEACHES 
~. i I-iS~P_O_R...-oI!]'!i-!!!!IN~G~G_Q_O_D_S--t 
'" ---a. 
PATRONS 
CHEESE VILLA 
HOLIDAY 
MOTORS INC. 
JAX LANES 
Lounge 
44 AMF LANES 
· Lessons 
· Pool Room 
· Meeting Rooms 
· Game Rooms 
· Pro Shop 
724-3600 
or 
725-9211 
8550 Arlington Expressway 
Near Regency Square 
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"Travel is a challenge by itself. A lot of guys 
arrive in Europe really excited to be here . And 
scared. too . They get off the plane and say 'Wow! 
I'm in Europe . What will I do now?' They remember 
they're four thousand miles from home. and more 
on their own than ever. But that's what makes it fun." 
Paul Aiken is on a tanker in Germany. He's doing 
a job he wants to do, in a place he wants to be. 
If you enl ist in the Army. you can also enl ist 
for Europe . You'll get good pay. job training. educa-
tional opportunities and the chance to work and 
live in a place most people only read about. 
"The Army in Europe spends a lot of time in 
the field. Often we'll 
work all day . all night, 
"A tour in Europe means 
two things -hard work and 
a chance to travel. 
You've got to want both. " 
and all the next day 
before we sleep. But 
if you're a soldier . 
work is what you do . 
And when you're 
looking forward to 
Join the people 
who've joined the Army. PFC Paul Aiken . 
that weekend you 
might spend in Paris 
or Amsterdam, the 
time really flies by . " 
Sgt Faris Williams 
K - Ma rt Plaza Beac h Blvd . 
396-4738 
3rd Armored Division, 
Kirch-Gons, Germany . 
For more information about travel opportunities in today's Army. 
see your local Army Representative. 
There are a lot of problems today and it seems 
there just aren't enough solutions to go around . 
Corporations, government and individuals 
can only do so much . And , to an ever growing 
degree, the future belongs to those who 
prepare for it. So, if you're in school , stay 
there because education is the hope of 
the future . Don 't be content with any-
thing just because that's the way it's 
always been ... make it better. After 
all , if you're not part of the solution, 
you're part of the problem, 
Pmdentlal 
The North Star Yearbook Staff 
Bill Medlin - Photographer Relle Lyman - Photographer 
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With everything temporarily under control - no 
phone summons, sntdent assistance needed, or other 
urgent office business calling, the staff advisor enjoys a 
moment of relaxation in the staff office' clutter corner . ' 
CREDITS 
Our Thanks to the following: 
Contributing staff _ 
Layout _ Tina Madison 
Drew Brunson 
Photography _ Cindy Thelen 
Sagid Ahmad 
Typing _ Karen Adams 
Pam Ritter 
Photographs _ 
Henry Newman, Public Relations _ 
Dave Porter, Prof. of photography _ 
Pam King, Halyard photographer 
Creative Color Photography _ 
Terry Medaris _ Will Austin 
Other photographers whose work appears 
in this book _ Mary Kahler - John 
Hulvey _ Rick Bell _ Virginia West _ 
Wayne Spivey - Curtis Bullock 
Director /; Staff of Instructional Commu-
nications for their assistance and pa_ 
tience, especially Paul Ladnier , Terry 
Medaris /; Paul Karabinis. Our sincere 
appreciation. 
Our staff advisor, Michael Argento, for 
his patience, understanding and advice 
during some hectic times. Our sincere 
gratitude . 
II anyone has been inadvertently omitted -
which we hope is not the case _ we 
apologize . 
Varied are the memories which the staff of the North Star will 
carry with them from the bicentennial year of 1976 . Quit vi vid, of 
course, besides the events which celebrated our nation's birthday, will 
be the hours of work and the frustration, especially when rolls of film 
:ame out blank or the picture quality was very poor. We will never 
forget harassing a faculty department for a photographic appointment, 
then harassing Paul and Terry of Instructional Communications to de-
velop the film, only to have it come out too dark, too light or not at 
all. With what trepidation were those people approached for the third 
time! and how often we took two steps forward only to take one back-
ward as we found that either we could not obtain a needed photograph 
and the layout had to be changed or a whole double page spread had 
to be scrapped to make room for something more important. But there 
were rewarding moments which we will cherish _ the way humor could 
find its way into distressing situations, the spirit of camaraderie which 
was always present with book staff and advisor , and the dedication 
shown by a staff member who worked unceasingly and without com_ 
plaint to make the book a success. And there were fun times - attend_ 
ing a yearbook workshop and going to Kennedy Space Center for photo_ 
graphs . In retrospect, it 'was a very good year' _ we are happy to have 
had the opportunity to put the yearbook together. We Sincerely hope 
you will enjoy for many years the memories which we have' pressed 
between these pages' - to paraphrase Charles Dickens, 'the Spirit of 
Times Past, Times Present and Times Future may be everywhere, 
but a portion of the Spirit of Times Past will remain within the pages 
of this book. 
Thelma Cribbs, Editor 
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I Shall Pass Through This World But Once. , 
If Therefore, There Be Any Kindness 
I Can Show, Or Any Good Thing 
I Can Do, Let Me Do It 
Now . .. For I Shall Not 
Pass This Way Again. 
DEDICATION 
This book is dediCated 
to the memory of: 
Leonard Burns Graduate 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Dr. Arthur Rosenberg 
Art Professor 
College of Education 
Dr. Thomas Doyle 
Natural Sciences 
College of Arts _ .. " . ____ _ 
This public document was prom Jgated at a 
total cost of $8090.66 or $8.19per copy to 
Inform students at U.N,F. of student activities. 



